
DIGINEG® preserves digital images on archival-quality  
35-mm film, so your great-great-great-grandkids can enjoy them.

When you hire a professional photographer, it’s because you want your special 
moment to last forever. But the truth is, a digital image taken today could be lost 
in just a few years.

Today, most photographers shoot digitally, because a digital workflow is 
convenient. Unfortunately, digital media are a poor choice for long-term 
archiving. When you want your family memories to last forever, there’s only one 
solution: transfer your precious digital images to archival-quality 35-mm film.

Ask your photographer about DIGINEG®

While the cost of preserving your images with DIGINEG® amounts to pennies per 
image per year, the peace of mind DIGINEG® brings your family is beyond price. 
To arrange for the easy, secure and economical protection of your digital images, 
speak with your photographer or visit www.DIGINEG.com.
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